
FOAM-TITE COMPRESSION SEALS

AmesburyTruth uses a wide range of materials and manufacturing technologies to
meet the fenestration market's form, fit, and function requirements. Our trusted
brands such as Foam-Tite have serviced the industry for over 50 years!

Engineered Solutions. Trusted Results.

Seamless compression seals are nearly 100% closed cell to prevent water from
penetrating the foam cell structure. The extruded skin provides a unique UV resistant
barrier with design features that enhance the weather strip’s sealing performance.
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ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE

 Rigid kerf for easy installation
 Capable of corner welding
 100% recyclable

DEVELOPED FOR MANUFACTURING

CULTIVATED FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
 Contains no hazardous chemicals 

 Achieves AAMA 702 Class “A” Extra High-
Performance Certification

 Minimal compression load deflection (CLD)
 Low water absorption
 Proven technology-extruded TPE
 Closed cell foam construction



COLORS

bright 
white beige blackbrowntan grey

 In-house tool design and manufacture 
 Reduces labor requirements for inserting weatherstrip
 In stock replacement inventory for wearable parts

IN-LINE TOOLING
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AMESBURYTRUTH ADVANTAGES

 Our design engineers will collaborate to match your needs
 In-house tool design and manufacturing makes us a one-stop shop
 North American manufactured 
 Reeled or cut length options
 Quality you can count on

RELIABLE PARTNER

 Low friction “stripes”
 Excellent coefficient of friction properties
 Great for sliding applications
 Abrasion resistant
 Can be incorporated into most profiles

PRO SLIP II

 Aids with in-line insertion
 Allows for easy after-market replacement
 Available on 32401, 32402, 32404, 32407

NOTCHED DESIGN



KERF MOUNT

12338
reach .551”

12003
reach .320”

12267
reach .320”

12359
reach .285”

12079
reach .250”

12234
reach .374”

12464
reach .335”

12142
reach .360”

12120
reach .300”

12274
reach .360”

12195
reach .270”

12021
reach .250”

12032
reach .200”

12033
reach .250”

12246
reach .220”

12249
reach .275”

12253
reach .200”

12027
reach .300”

12034
reach .300”

12058
reach .300”

12167
reach .320”

12202
reach .320”

12252
reach .400”

12401
reach .200”

12402
reach .250”

12404
reach .300”

12035
reach .375”

12094
reach .300”

12138
reach .320”

KERF MOUNT BULBS

12310
reach .250”

12408
reach .280”
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OFF-SET .187” SNAP-IN BACKER

32711
reach .320”

32708
reach .400”

KERF MOUNT CLAD FT

12802
reach .200”

12804
reach .250”

.187” BACKER CLAD FT

32804
reach .250”

32806
reach .300”

32821
reach .300”

32824
reach .375”

LEARN MORE – CLAD FT

 Patented TPV foam core that boasts a low 
friction surface

 Engages with low compression force
 Excellent foam recovery
 UV stable
 Great for sliding applications
 Available on spools or cut to length
 Bright White, Tan and Black color options

C2

12290
reach .320”

12300
reach .405”

12328
reach .325”

12299
reach .200”

LEARN MORE – C2

 Features the look and feel of EPDM but has improved shape control, stiffer carrier and versatile design
 Lacks full TPV skin coating to allow fold around corners with minimal creasing, eliminating the need for 

mitered corners, while reducing leaks and stiffening
 Not just for cornering – good for traditional compression applications as well
 Softer than fully coated products
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UPRIGHT T-SLOT BULB .270” BACKER

32003
reach .250”

32006
reach .200”

32013
reach .275”

32097
reach .275”

32008
reach .300”

32009
reach .375”

32309
reach .405”

OFF-SET T-SLOT BULB .187” BACKER

32682
reach .250”

32695
reach .250”

32642
reach .435”

32654
reach .400”

32684
reach .300”

32687
reach .350”

32688
reach .400”

32689
reach .450”

32690
reach .300”

32692
reach .400”

32696
reach .300”

32697
reach .350”

32716
reach .520”

32717
reach .200”

POCKET SEALS

52019
reach .370”

52047
reach .390”

52054
reach .385”

52033
reach .200”

52041
reach .225”

52311
reach .255”

52044
reach .300”

52031
reach .180”

52029
reach .375”

52048
reach .640”
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UPRIGHT T-SLOT .187” BACKER

32001
reach .250”

32005
reach .200”

32002
reach .425”

32007
reach .300”

32016
reach .275”

32082
reach .250”

32083
reach .275”

32010
reach .375”

32014
reach .560”

32026
reach .350”

32316
reach .405”

32390
reach .300”

32340
reach .250”

32324
reach .500”

32331
reach .320”

32109
reach .300”

32011
reach .350”

32086
reach. 350”

32341
reach .590”

32395
reach .400”

32411
reach .375”

32424
reach .589”

DOOR SEALS

12002
reach .500”

12601
reach .500”

12103
reach .500”

12083
reach .625”

12610
reach .650”

12096
reach .400”

12041
reach .380”

12001
reach .650”

12652
reach .730”

32089
reach .225”

IN-LINE INSERTION

32026
reach .350”

32401
reach .180”

32402
reach .180”

32404
reach .225”

32407
reach .220”

32107
reach .187”

32103
reach .280”
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